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1. INTRODUCTION
Detecting occupancy of seats in library is important for
librarians to check seats’ usage, and for students to find
available seats in crowded time. In our prior work [1], we
presented in-lab micro benchmarks to show feasibility of ca-
pacitive sensing for seat occupancy detection. In this demo
paper, we present larger scale real-world deployment of oc-
cupancy detection system and its performance.
2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Capacitive sensing gets more attentions lately due to its
wide range of applications, paper like [2] opens the road
for even more flexibility by exploring interaction between
objects with capacitive tag. Our system uses capacitive sen-
sor mounted under table at the seat location to detect peo-
ple and object occupancy alike. Sensor’s voltage is reduced
when object approaching. We use dynamic threshold on
voltage magnitude to distinguish between occupancy states
(people, object, laptop, unoccupied).
We use aluminum foil as the body of capacitive sensor
and Raspberry Pi for signal processing. Data is processed at
microcontroller to give occupancy status. Detection results
are pushed to MySql server. The visualization is handled by
web client and web service. Overall system flow is illustrated
in Figure 1. In our deployment, hardware failure, along with
Figure 1: Flow chart of occupancy detection system.
network issues are a norm. We handled these problems,
along with different tweaks on detection algorithm to ensure
system’s availability and accuracy.
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Table 1: Detection performance of capacitive sensor
States Precision Recall
Unoccupied 91 % 84 %
Object Occupied 97 % 63 %
Laptop Occupied 81 % 75 %
People Occupied 89 % 98 %
3. EVALUATION AND CONCLUSION
We deploy our experiment system on 36 seats. Precision
and recall of each occupancy state is presented in Table 1.
We identified scenarios where system can not capture correct
occupancy state. Among those are people stationary for a
long time, students spread few thin papers on table, small
objects at the side of table, people’s wide range movement
and laptops that periodically change their working state.
Data for ground-truth are taken 5 minutes after we manually
label the occupancy status. Still, sometimes signal takes
longer than 5 minutes to converge which reduces accuracy.
Other scenarios related to system failures including foil
got tinkered by students, loose wire, signal degeneration on
long wire, network and server failure. Some of these prob-
lems like signal lost and network failure can be fixed by
adding fault tolerant mechanism to the software, while loose
wire and damaged sensor can be automatically detected be-
fore manual inspection.
In overall, our system achieves reasonable high perfor-
mance at 91.2% accuracy, along with easy to interpret vi-
sualization of seat occupancy status that can help students
save time searching for available seats. Hogging detection
for object occupied get high precision of 97%, which can be
reliable tool for staff when they need to monitor seat hogging
behavior.
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